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In the classification of 2-varieties [l], there arise two identities, (1.6) and 
(1.8), which can be studied simultaneously. In essence we shall be considering 
rings which satisfy the identities 
(4 W, y), 4 = (x7 35 4 - (Y, x, 4, 
(4 (x, Y, 4 + 0, z,x> + (2, x, Y) = 0, 
where the associator (a, b, c) is defined by (a, b, c) = (ab)c - a(bc), the com- 
mutator (a, b) is defined by (a, b) = ab - b a, and where K is a non-zero scalar. 
If one assumes (i) and third-power associativity, but not (ii), then denoting 
l((x, y, ,z) = (x, y, z) + (y, z, LX) + (z, X, y), and permuting cyclically in (i) and 
adding both sides of the identity, it follows that K](x, y, z) - k](x, x, y) = 
J(x, y, z) - J(x, z, y). Since a double linearization of third-power associativity 
leads to &, y, 2) + J( X, z, y) = 0, one sees that (2k - 2) j(x, y, z) = 0. So 
except when K = 1, we get (ii) free of charge. We note also that (i) and (ii} 
imply (1.8), with 01~ = --k. The converse is also true provided OL, # l/2. 
On the other hand (i) is equivalent to (1.6) in the sense that (i) holds in a ring R 
if and only if (1.6) holds in the anti-isomorphic copy of R, in which multiplication 
is reversed. The main result of this paper is to show that for all elements X, y 
of the ring we have (x, y, z)” = 0. 
Henceforth we shall assume that we are working with rings satisfying (i) 
and (ii), of characteristic #2, 3. We shall make use of the Teichmiiller identity 
(iii> 4w, x,y, 4 = (wx, y, 4 - (w, xy, 4 + (w, x, yz) 
- w(Jc, y> 2) - (w, x, y)Z = 0, 
which holds in all non-associative rings, and the semi-Jacobi identity 
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which also holds in all non-associative rings. From 0 = A(w, x, y, x) ~ 
4, y, z, 4 + A(Y, a, w, x) - A(.z, w, x, y) and liberal use of (ii), it follows 
that 
From 0 = C(x, y, z) - C(y, x, a) and use of (ii) it follows that 
tc% Y), 4 + NY, 434 + ((5 4, Y) = 0. 
Then 
0 = m x, y, 4 = (x, (x, y, 4) - (x, (y, x, x)) + (y, (x, x, x)) 
= 2(x, 6% Y, a, 
using (ii). Thus 
(4 (x, y, 4) = 0. 
Also 
0 = q-T Y, x, Y) = 6% (Y, x, Y)) - (Y, (x7 y, 4) + (x, (Y, x, Y)) 
= 2(x, (Y, & YN - qy, (x, y, 4)’ 
Cancelling 2, we get 




(XT (x9 x, Y)) 
(3) 
(Y, 6% YY 4) 
(4) 
0 = B(Y, Y9 44 = (Y, (Y, x> 4) - (Y, (x, x9 Y)) + (x, (xv Y9 Y)) - (x7 (Y, Y> 4) 
= (Y, (Y, 4 4) + (Y, (x3 Y* 4) + (Y, (Y, x9 4 
+ (x, (XT Y, YN + (x9 (Y, x> YN + (X> (x3 YY YN9 
using (ii) twice. Thus 0 = 2(y, (y, x, 4) + 2(x, (x, Y9 Y)) + (Y, (x9 Y, 4) + 
(x, (y, x, y)). Using (4), this becomes 0 = 2( y, (Y, x, 4) + 2(x, (x, Y, Y)) + 
2(x, (y, x, y)). Can celling 2, we see that 0 = (y, (y, x, x)) + (x, (x, y, y)) + 
(x, (y, x, Y)) = (y, (y, x, 4) - (x, (y, Y, x)), using (4. Thus 
(Y> (Y7 x7 4) = (X’ (Y, Ys 4). (5) 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall use the notation ZJ = (x, y), 
and u = (x, y, x). Combining (4) and (5), we see that (x, (y, x, y) - (y, y, x)) = 
(y, by, 4 - (Y, x, 4). But (9 implies that (y, (x, y, x) - (y, x, x)) = 
k(y, (v, x)) = --k((v, x), y). Also (2) implies that ((a, x), y) + (w, V) + 
((y, o), x) = 0, so that --k((% 4, Y) = WY, 4, 4 = --K((v, Y), 4 = 
(-(x, y, y) + (y, x, y), 4, using (3 again. Thus (x, (Y, x7 Y> - (Y, Y, 4) = 
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(-(x, y, y) + (y, x, y), x) = (x, (x, Y, Y) - (Y, x, ~1). Use of 69 now iwfies 
that 3(x, (y, x, y)) = 0. Cancelling 3 now leads to 
(x9 (Y, x> YN = 0. (6) 
We also note that (3) and (6) imply (u, x) = (u, y) = 0. Consequently (2) may 
be used to show that (v, ZJ) + ((y, u), x) + ((u, x), y) = 0. Hence 0 = (v, u) = 
(u, v), so that 
(u, w) = 0 = (24, x) = (u, y). (7) 
Now use of (i) shows that (x2, x, y) - (x, x2, y) = k((x, x2), y) = 0, so that 
(x2, x, y) = (x, x2, y). Hence a linearization of (3) shows that (x, (x, x2,3)) = 
-(x, (y, x2, x)) - (y, (x, x2, x)) = -(x, (y, x2, x)), since 0 = A(x, x, x,x) = 
(x2, x, x) - (x, x2, x) + (x, x, x2) - x(x, x, x) - (x, x, x)x = -2(x, x2, x), using 
(ii). But then (x, (x2, x, y)) = (x, (x, x2, y)) = -(x, (y, xs, x)). Since (ii) implies 
(x2, x, y) + (x, y, x2) + (y, x2, x) = 0, it follows that 
tx, (x, Y, x2)) = 0. (8) 
A double linearization of (6) shows that (y, (x, x, x2) + (x2, x, x)) + 
6% (x9 y, x2) + (x2, y, 4) = 0. s ince (x, x, x2) + (x2, x, x) = -(x, x2, x) = 0, 
using (ii), we can utilize (8) to obtain 
(x, (x2, Y, 4) = 0. (9) 
A linearization of (3) h s 0~s that (x2, (x, y, 4)+(x, (x2, y, 4)+(x, (x, y, x2)) = 0. 
Then (8) and (9) yield 
(x2, 24) = 0. (10) 
Now 0 = C(x, x, u) = (x2, u) - x(x, u) - (x, u)x - (x, x, u) - (u, x, x) + 
(x, u, x) = 2(x, u, x), using (IO), (7) and (ii). Thus 
(x, 24, x) = 0. (11) 
Use of (i) yields (xy, x, x) - (x, xy, x) = k((xy, x), x). Now 0 = C(x, y, x) = 
(XY, 4 - X(Y, 4 - (x, Y, 4 - (x, x, y) + (2, x, y) = (xy, x) + xv - u, so that 
(xy, x) = -xv + u, and k((xy, x), x) = --k(xv, x) + k(u, x) = -k(xv, x), using 
(7). On the other hand --K(xv, x) = --Kx(v, x) - K(x, v, x) - k(x, x, v) + 
R(x, x, w) = --kx(v, x) - k(x, v, x), using (iv). Since (i) implies -kx(v, x) = 
-x(x, YP 4 + X(Y, x, 4, we get by, x, 4 - (x, xy, x) = --x(x, y, x) + 
x(y, x, x) - k(x, v, x). It follows from (i) that (x2, x, y) - (x, x2, y) = 
qx2, x), Y) = 0, and from 0 = A(x, x, x, y) = (x2, x, y) - (x, x2, y) + 
(x, x, XY) - x(x, x, y) - (x, x, x)y, that 
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Since (xy, x, x) - (x, xy, x) = -2(X, xy, cc) - (x, x, xy) = -2(X, xy, x) - 
X(X, x, y), using (ii) and (12), it follows that -2(x, xy, X) - X(X, X, y) = 
--X(X, y, X) + x(y, X, X) - k(x, V, X) from a previous equation. Thus k(x, n, X) -- 
2(x, XY, 4 = x(x, x, Y) - x(x, y, 4 + x(y, x, 4 = --2x(x, y, x), so that 
k(x, v, x) - 2(X, xy, x) = -2X(X, y, x) = -2xu. (13) 
A linearization of (6) shows that (x, (u, X, y)) = -(x, (y, x, u)). Since (u, X, y) - 
(x, U, y) = K((u, x), y) = 0, using (i) and (7), it follows that (u, x, y) = (x, U, y), 
so that (x, (u, x, y)) = -(x, (y, x, u)) = (x, (x, u, y)). But then (ii) implies 
(X? (u, y, x)) = 0. (14) 
But (u, y, X) - (y, u, X) = k((u,y), X) = 0, using (i) and (7), so that (14) 
implies (x, (y, u, x)) = 0. Now a linearization of (3) shows that (x, (y, u, x)) + 
(x, (x, U, y)) + (y, (x, u, x)) = 0. Use of (11) now implies that (x, (x, u, y)) = 0. 
Since (i) and (7) imply that (x, u, y) = (u, x, y), then (x, (u, x, y)) = 0. Now 
(ii) suffices to show that 
(x, (UT, yv, 4) = 0, for all permutations n on {u, y, x}. (15) 
Our next objective is to commute both sides of (13) with y and to simplify 
the result. We note from a linearization of (6) that (y,‘(~, v, x)) = 
-(u, (x, y, x)) = -(v, u) = (u, v) = 0, using (7). Also -2(y, (x, xy, x)) = 
2(xy, (x, Y, 4) = 2(v, 4. B esi d es -2(j, xu) = 2(xu, y) = 2(ux, y), using (7). 
Thus commuting both sides of (13) with y results in 2(xy, u) = 2(ux, y). 
Cancelling 2 we get (my, u) = (ux, y). Next 0 = C(x, y, u) + C(y, u, X) + 
C(u, x, y) + C(x, u, y) + C(u, y, 4 + C(y, x, u) leads to (xy + yx, 4 i- 
(xu + ux, y) + (yu + uy, x) = 0. Using (7) this means 2(xy, ti) + 2(uy, X) -+ 
2(ux, y) = 0, so that (xy, u) + (uy, X) + (ux, y) = 0. But then 
(uy, x) = -2(xy, 24) = -2(ux, y). (16) 
But 0 = C(x, y, 4 = (xy, u) - x(y, u) - (x, u)y - (x, y, 4 - (u, x, y) -t 
(x, u, Y) = (XY, u) - (x, Y, 4, using (7) and (u, x, Y) - (x, U,Y) = k((u, 4, Y) = 0, 
which follows from (7) and (i). Thus 
(XY, u) = (x9 Y, u). (17) 
On the other hand 0 = C(u, X, y) = (ux, y) - UZI - (u, y)x - (u, x, y) - 
(Y, % 4 + (u, Y, 4 = (ux, Y) - uv - (u, x,y), using (7) and (i). Thus 
(WY) = uv + (21, X,Y) = (XY, 4 = (X,Y, u), (18) 
because of (16) and (17). Commuting (18) with x and utilizing (15). we see that 
(uv, x) = 0. (19) 
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From 4x, Y, 3, Y> = 0 we obtain (b, x, y) - (x, YX, Y) + (x, Y, XY), 4 = 
MY, x, Y) + (x, Y, X)Y, 4 = --NY, XY, 4 + (3, yx, y), 4, using (ii). But 
(x, y, u) - (y, x, w) = k(v, w) = 0, using (i). Thus (x, y, V) = (y, x, o), and 
so (x, (x, y, v)) = (M, (y, x, v)). But a linearization of (6) shows that (x, (y, x, v)) = 
-(x, (~1, x, y)). But then (ii) implies (x, (y, V, x)) = 0. A linearization of (3) 
shows that (x, (y, v, x)) + (x, (x, V, y)) + (y, (x, v, x)) = 0. But (7) together 
with a linearization of (6) shows that (y, (x, V, x)) = -(zI, (x,y, x)) = 
-(v, u) = 0. Thus (x, (x, w,y)) = 0. But then -((y, xy, x) + (x,yx, y), x) = 
-((y, xy, x) + (x, xy, y), x) = ((x, xy, x), y), utilizing a linearization of (3). 
But ((x, xy, x), y) = -((x, y, x), xy) = -(u, xy), using a linearization of (6), 
while -(u, xy) = (xy, u) = (x, y, u), using (17). Thus 
(X(Y, 4 Y) + (x, y, 4% 4 = 6% y, 4. (20) 
However ((x, y, x)y, x) = (uy, x) = -2(xy, u) = -2(x, y, u), using (16) and 
(17). It follows from 0 = C(x, (y, x,y), x) = (x(y, x, y), x) - x((y, x, y), x) - 
CT x)(Y, x, Y) - (x9 (Y, x, Y), 4 - (x. x (Y x, y)) + (x, x, (Y, x, y)), with the 
use of (6), that (x(y, x, y), x) = (x, (y, x, y), x). A linearization of (11) shows that 
(x, (x 27 Y)7 4 + (Y> (x3 x3 Y>, 4 + (-5 (Y, x9 $2 Y) + (Y, (x, x, 4, Y> + 
(XT (x, xv Y), Y) + (Y, (Y7 x9 49 4 = 0 = 6% (Y, x, Y), .x) - (x, u, y) - (Y, % 41 
using (ii>. Thus (x, (Y, x, Y>, 4 = (x, u, y) + (y, u, 4 = (u, x, y) + (y, u, x) = 
4x, y, 4, using (4 (7) and (ii). Substituting this into (20) we see that 
-(x, y, U) - 2(x, y, u) = (x, y, u), so that 4(x, y, u) = 0. Consequently 
(x, y, u) = 0. (21) 
Use of (18) now implies 
and 
(WY) = 0 = (xy, u), (24 
uv = -(u, x, y). (23) 
At this point (2) implies ((xy, x), u) + ((x, u), xy) + ((u, xy), x) = 0. But (7) 
and (22) imply ((xy, x), u) = 0. But then (i) implies 0 = k((xy, x), u) = 
(xy, x, U) - (x, xy, u), so that (xy, x, u) = (x, xy, u). It follows from (iv) 
that (a 4 = X(Y, 4 + (x, Y, 4 + ( x, x, y) - (x, x, y) = --xv + 24. Since 
((xy, x), u) = 0, as we just saw, and (u, u) = 0, it must be that (-xzt, u) = 0. 
Using (iv) again, 0 = (xzf, u) = x(w, u) + (x, U)V + (x, ZI, u) + (u, x, v) - 
(x, u, V) = (x, 2), u), using (7) and (i). Since (x, v, u) - (v, x, u) = K((x, er), u), 
while ((x, w), u) + ((z), u), x) + ((u, x), ZJ) = 0 = ((x, w), u), follows from (2) 
and (7), we obtain (v, x u) = 0. We have shown 
(x, v, u) = 0 = (v, x, u). (24) 
Now 0 = 4x, Y, x, u) = (w x, u) - (x, yx, u) + (x, y, xu) - xcy, x, u) - us. 
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Since (X, y, u) - (y, X, U) = k(v, U) = 0, using (i) and (7), then (21) implies 
(Y, x, u) = 0, so that --x(y, x, u) = 0. Also (xy, X, U) - (x, xy, U) = 
4(XY, 44 = 0, as we proved several lines after (23). Thus (my, X, U) = 
(x, xy, 4, and hence (xy, x, u) - (x, yx, u) = (x, xy, U) - (x, YX, U) = 
(x, v, U) = 0, using (24). Thus 
(x, y, xu) = Is. (25) 
It follows from (22) that (y, ux) = 0. Then (7) implies that (y, XU) = 0. 
By expanding 0 = C(u, x, x), 0 = C( x, u, x), and 0 = C(X, X, u), it becomes 
clear that (x2, U) = (x, xu + ux) = 2(x, XU), using (7). But a linearization 
of (6) shows that (x2, u) = (x2, (x, y, x)) = -(y, (x, ~2, x)) = 0. Thus 
2(x, XU) = 0, and so (x, xu) = 0. Now (2) implies that (v, xu) + ((y, XU), X) + 
((xu, x), y) = 0, so that (v, xu) = 0. But then (x, y, xu) - (y, X, xu) = 
K(v, XU) = 0, using (i), so that (x, y, xu) = (y, X, XU). Linearizing (12) we see 
that (Y, x, 4 + (x, Y, 4 + (x, x, ~4 = x(x, y, u) + x(y, x, u) + Y(X, x, u) = 
2u2 + (x, X, yu) = y(x, X, u), using (25) and its consequences together with 
(21) and its consequences. From (i) and (7) it follows that (x, u, X) - (u, x, X) = 
k((x, u), x) = 0. Th is combined with (ll), shows (u, X, x) = 0. But then (ii) 
implies (x, X, U) = 0, so that y(x, x, u) = 0. Hence 
(x, x, yu) = -2ua. (26) 
Following the proof of (25) we observed that (UX, X) = 0. From 0 = 
A@, u, x, y) = (~24 x, y) - (x, ux, Y) + (4 u, XY) - ~04 x9 y) - lx, u, X)Y, it 
then follows, using (7) that (xu, x, y) - (x, UX, y) = (ux, X, y) - (x, ux, y) = 
K((ux, x), y) = 0, because of (i). Also (11) implies -(x, u, x)y = 0, so that 
(x, u, xy) = X(U, X, y). But (x, u, xy) - (u, x, xy) = k((x, u), xy) = 0, using (i) 
and (7). Hence 
(u, x, xy) = x(u, x, Y). (27) 
Now A@, x, x, y) + 4x, x, u, y) = 0 = (ux, 2, Y) - (u, x2, Y) + (u, x, XY) - 
u(x, x, Y) -(u, x, x)y + (x2, u, Y) - (x, X% Y) + (x, x, UY) - x(x, % Y) - (x, XT U)Y. 
But -(u, x, x)y - (x, x, u)y = (x, u, x)y = 0, using (11) and (ii), while 
(x2, u, Y) - (u, x2, y) = k((x2, u), Y) = 0, as observed after (25). Following the 
proof of (26) we observed that (ux, x, y) = (x, ux, y), while (7) implies that 
(x, ux, y) = (x, xu, y). Also (27) rm pl ies that (u, x, xy) = x(u, x, y), while (i) 
and (7) imply that (u, x,y) = (x, u,y), so that x(u, x,y) = x(x, u,y). Thus 
only two terms of the original ten survive, so that -u(x, x, y) + (x, X, UY) = 0. 
By a combination of (7) and (26) we see that (x, x, uy) = (x, X, yu) = -2u2, 
so that 
u(x, x, y) = -2242. (28) 
Since (ii) implies u(x, x, y) + u2 + u(y, x, x) = 0 we then have u(y, x, X) = u2. 
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Thus 0 = u(x, y, x) - u(y, x, x) = ku(v, x), using (i). Cancelling K, we see that 
U(ZI, x) = 0. We have shown 
u(v, x) = 0 = 242 - u(y, x, x). (2% 
Now 0 = C(u, TJ, x) = (uv, x) - u( vu, x) - (u, x)v - (4 21, x) - (x, u, v) + 
(u, x, u). Using (19), (29) and (7) we see that -(u, o, x) - (x, u, u) + (u, x, v) = 0. 
But (i) and (7) imply that (u, x, V) - (x, u, V) = k((u, x), V) = 0. Thus 
(u, ZJ, x) = 0. From (7) and (i) it now follows that (ZI, u, x) = 0. Combining 
this with (24) and (ii), it now folIows that 
(x77, zmr, mr) = 0, for all permutations n on {x, Vu, u}. 
Linearizing (23) we see that 
(XT (2 - 4 xy + (4 y‘? x)(x, Y) + (x7 y, x)(x, (2 - k) xy + (4 Y4 
(30) 
= -((x, (2 - 4 xy + (4 yx, 4, x, y) - ((x, y, 4, x, (2 - 4 xy + (4 y4 
Recall that (13) implies (x, (2 - k) xy + k(yx), x) = 2x24 = 224x, using (7). 
Also u(x, w) = 0, because of (29) while (u, x, w) = 0, because of (30). Thus 
we may rewrite the last equation as 2uxv + 224x, xy) = -2(ux, x, y) -2(u, x, xy). 
Now (27) implies (u, x, xy) = x(u, x, y), while (23) implies (u, x, y) = -uv. 
Thus (u, x, xy) = --xur~, and -2(u, x, xy) = 2xuv = 2uxv, using (7) and (30). 
Thus 224(x, xy) = -2(24x, x,y), and so u(x, xy) = -(ux, x,y). Since (iv) 
implies (xy, 4 = x(y, x) + (x, y, 4 + ( x, x, y) - (x, x, y) = --xv + u, we have 
u(xy, x) = (ux, x, y) = -uxz, + 242. (31) 
It follows from (iv) that (ux + xu, y) + (uy + yu, x) + (xy + yx, u) = 0. 
Using (7) and cancelling 2, we get (ux, y) + (uy, x) + (xy, u) = 0. But then (22) 
implies (uy, x) = 0. Since (uy, x, x) - (x, uy, x) = K((uy, x), x) = 0, we get 
(uy, x, x) = (x, uy, x). But then (ii) and (26) imply (uy, x, x) = u2. Thus 
(uy, x, x) = (x, uy, x) = 242. (32) 
Forming A(u,y, x, x) - A(y, u, x, x) = 0 = (uy, x, x) - (u, yx, x) + (u, y, x2) - 
U(Y, x, x) -(u, y, x)x - (yu, x, 4 + (y, ux, x) -(y, u, x2) + Y(% x,x) + (Y, u, 4% 
we see that (7) implies (uy, x, x) - (yu, x, x) = 0, while (i) and (7) imply 
(UT YI x2) - (Y, 4 x2) = K((% Y), x2) = 0, and (y, u, x)x - (u, y, x)x = 
k((y, u), x)x = 0. Also (11) implies (x, u, x) = 0, so that (u, x, x) - (x, u, x) = 
k((u, x), x) = 0, implies (u, x, x) = 0. AI1 that survives is (y, ux, x) - 
(u, yx, x) - u( y, x, x) = 0. so 
(Y, w 4 - (U,YX, 4 = U(Y, x9 4. (33) 
Using (ii), (31) (25) and (7) we observe that (y, ux, x) = -(ux, x, y) - 
(x, y, ux) = uxv - u2 - u2 = wx - 2u2, using (29) and (30). Thus 
(y, ux, x) = uvx - 2u2. (34) 
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Now 0 = 4~ Y, u, 3) = (xy, u, 4 - (x, yu, x) + (x, y, ux) - x(y, u, x) - 
(x, y, U)X. It follows from (i) and (22) that (xy, u, x)-(u, xy, X) = k((xy, u), X) = 0, 
so that (my, u, x) = (u, xy, x). Also (32) implies -(x, yu, X) = -~a, while 
(25) and (7) imply that (x, y, ux) = (x, y, xu) = u2. Also (15) and (ii) imply 
that -~(y, u, X) - (x,y, u)x = -x(y, u, LX) - x(x,y, u) = x(u, x,y), so that 
(u, xy, X) = -x(11, X, y). Now we can combine this with (23). Hence 
(u, xy, x) = xuv. (35) 
Now it follows that 0 = A(u, x, y, x) = (ux, y, X) - (u, xy, X) + (u, X, yx) - 
u2 - (u, X, y)x. Because of (22), (ux, y, X) - (y, ux, x) = k((ux, y), x) = 0, so 
that (ux, y, x) = (y, ux, x) = uvx - 2u2, using (34). Then (35) implies that 
-(u, xy, x) = -xuv. By use of (30), (27) and (23) we see that (u, X, yx) = 
(u, X, my) = x(u, X, y) = -xuv, and -(u, X, y)x = UVX. Thus uvx - 2212 -
xuv - xuv - u2 + uvx = 0 = 2uvx - 2xuv - 3u2. But (30) and (29) show 
that uvx = uxv, while (7) implies that uxv = xuv. Thus the last equation 
implies -3u2 = 0, so that 
u2 = 0. (36) 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. If R satisJies (i) and (ii), has characteristic #2, 3 and no element 
a # 0 such that a2 = 0, then R must be flexible and hence quasi-associative. 
Proof. Identity (36) implies that u = 0, which implies that R must be 
flexible. When we rearrange (i), together with the linearization of the flexible 
identity, it follows that k((x, y), Z) = (x, y, z) - (y, x, z) = -(z, y, X) - 
(y, x, x) = (x, z,y), using (ii). As noted in [I], these rings satisfy (1.7) and are 
non-commutative Jordan rings, and in fact quasi-associative. 
We conclude with an example of an algebra that satisfies (i) and (ii), with 
12 = 1, that is not flexible. The algebra has 9 basis elements a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,j. 
All products of basis elements are zero except the following: ab = c; ae = 
2h-j,ba=d,b2=e,bc=h,bd=j,cb=f,db=gandea= -f-g+3h. 
The algebra is not flexible, since (b, a, b) = (ba)b - b(ab) = db i bc = g - h. 
It is easy enough to verify the other assertions, but the details will be left to 
the reader. In fact it is also easy to generalize this example to ones satisfying 
(i) with other values of k. This illustrates that the free rings of this variety 
have nilpotent elements. 
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